
M-100
High Capacity Physicians Scale

Class III, high capacity column scale

Heavy duty construction

Large platform for bariatric weighing

Integrated height measure
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Marsden M-100:
  A high capacity column scale that’s built to last

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk

The Marsden M-100 is a uniquely designed Class III 
Approved heavy duty corner scale with a 
substantially large platform. This professional 
medical scale can weigh patients up to a capacity of 
300kg.

A versatile column scale

The M-100 features a unique corner design with 
integrated height measure, so that it fits easily into 
the corner of a room. It’s perfect for GP surgeries and 
hospitals alike. 

With a super-sized platform and a capacity of up to 
300kg this scale is suitable for use in bariatric and 
outpatient clinics, and with the use of an optional coin 
box it is the perfect addition to any pharmacy.

Also, by inputting the height manually using the full 
numeric keypad on the indicator, or by using a digital 
height measure which is available as an optional extra, 
BMI can be easily and quickly calculated.

The M-100 has optional Bluetooth connectivity for 
easy data transfer from the scale to handheld devices, 
computers or central hospital/GP databases.
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Quick and easy to use

With a rechargeable battery, the M-100 can be 
used absolutely anywhere regardless of nearest 
plug socket is. An adaptor is provided for charging 
the battery either in use or between uses.

The M-100 has two large screens which clearly 
show the weight and height reading. To the right 
of the display is a full numeric keypad for 
inputting height manually. For a permanent record 
of the weight, height and BMI an optional printer 
can be fitted.

An automatic height measure can be fitted, 
eliminating the need to manually input the height. 
BMI is automatically displayed when using an 
automatic height measure.
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Built to last

The M-100 is robustly built and is designed to 
stand the test of time. This scale is backed by a full 
two-year warranty and can stay accurate and 
reliable with a Marsden maintenance contract.
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Product Specifications

Capacity: 300kg
Graduations: 100g
Weight of scale: 15kg
Power Supply: Mains/Rechargeable Battery
Dimensions: 440 x 1240 x 460mm

Optional Extras:

Automatic Height Measure
Bluetooth Connectivity
Thermal Printer
Coin box



Accuracy Assured

Tel: 01709 364296 / 0800 169 2775 
Fax: 01709 364293 
E-mail: sales@marsdengroup.co.uk
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